
Eliot Chapel Board of Trustees 

Congregational Survey 2020 

 

Executive Summary 
The Board of Trustees of Eliot Unitarian Chapel in Kirkwood, Missouri conducted a congregational survey 

in October 2020. A total of 221 responses were received out of a membership of approximately 493, for 

a response rate of about 45%. The full report reviews the results, looking at the data as well as the 

comments of respondents.  

The main purpose of the survey was to assess congregants’ opinions on Eliot Chapel’s Ends, which are 

the focus of the Board of Trustees’ work. Questions addressed the importance of and the satisfaction 

with progress toward each End. 

Who Completed the Survey 

● Most of us who completed the survey are members of Eliot. 

● More than half of us have attended Eliot for more than 10 years. 

● Most of us are over 50 years of age. 

● Most of us are married. 

● Of those of us who are in a long-term partnership (including marriage), just over two-thirds of our 

partners also attend Eliot. 

● About one-fifth of us have children under the age of 18. 

● One-third of us attend Sunday services regularly since the pandemic started. 

● About half of us attend at least one additional event per month at Eliot. 

Key Findings 

● 2020 responses are mostly consistent with 2019 and 2017 responses. 

● We have needed more support from the congregation this year. 

● We believe that each of the Eliot Chapel Ends is important and are fairly satisfied with 

the progress made towards each End. 

● The Ends are slightly less important to us personally than we believe they are for the 

Chapel, and we also report somewhat less progress towards the Ends personally. 

● Our attendance at virtual Sunday services is down from last year’s in-person services, as 

is our involvement in other programming. 

● We feel lonely and stressed in our pandemic isolation. 

● We appreciate the pivot Eliot made to virtual services, coffee hour and programming, 

but these are not like being there in person. 
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Eliot Chapel Board of Trustees Congregational Survey 2020 Results 

 

Overview 
The Board of Trustees of Eliot Unitarian Chapel in Kirkwood, Missouri conducted an online survey of 

members and friends of the Chapel in October, 2020. The Chapel’s email list was used as the source, and 

a link to the survey was also available from the Board’s page on the website.  

A total of 221 responses were received out of a membership of approximately 493, for an approximate 

response rate of 45%. In comparison, 236 responses were received for the 2019 survey, 301 responses 

were received for the 2017 survey and 159 responses were received for the 2015 survey. While a 

response rate approaching 50% is considered high by industry standards, it is possible that respondents 

may not represent the entire Eliot membership and friends. Readers of this report should keep in mind 

that it’s possible that some groups could be underrepresented in this survey. 

Who We Are 

In this report, “we” and “us” refer to members and friends of Eliot Chapel who completed this survey, 

along with a small group of “other” respondents. Since everyone was given a chance to complete the 

survey, it is hoped that “we” is representative of all members, friends, and associates of Eliot Chapel. 

The following section provides a snapshot of who filled out the survey. 

Most of us are Eliot members. 

Of the 236 responses, 85% were members, 13% were friends, and 3% were others with an affiliation 

with Eliot, most of whom were staff or prospective members. 
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Most of us have attended Eliot for many years. 

Most respondents to the survey are long-time members, with 57% having attended for more than 10 

years. 

 

 

 

Most of us are over 50 years of age. 

More than three quarters of us are over the age of 50, with more respondents in their 70’s than any 

other decade. 
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Most of us have a partner, and most of our partners are affiliated with Eliot Chapel. 

Two-thirds of us are married, the same as in 2019. Of those who are in a partnership (married, domestic 

partnership, or living together), about 70% report that their partner is also affiliated with Eliot, while 

about 30% are not. This number has not changed since 2017. 
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One-fifth of us have children under 18. 

20% of us reported having children under the age of 18. 

 

 

 

Far fewer of us attend services than last year, but attendance at other Eliot programs is promising. 

As expected, attendance at Eliot Sunday services, nearly all of which are now only offered virtually, has 

fallen considerably since the building was forced to close due to the pandemic. Whereas 80% of 

respondents reported attending Sunday services in 2019, that number fell to 55% in 2020. This is not 

surprising given that the Chapel has been closed to in-person gatherings since the pandemic began in 

March 2020, but it is concerning nonetheless. 

The picture in terms of other programming offered by the Chapel is more positive. While a greater 

number reported attending these programs rarely or never in 2020 (42% vs 19%), the percentage of 

people attending these programs at least once per month remained the same, and in fact the number of 

people attending such programs three or more times per month increased, from 16% in 2019 to 23% in 

2020. Clearly the addition of new adult spirituality programming, through Eliot Connects and other 

programs, has been a successful way for members to connect with Eliot and each other. 

 

We also asked about attendance at coffee hours, offered on Zoom since the pandemic began. Only 

one-third attend these coffee hours once per month or more.  
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Eliot Chapel is a source of comfort for us. 

Most of us find our affiliation with Eliot Chapel and/or Unitarian Universalism to be a source of comfort, 

very similar to 2019. 

 

 

 

 

We receive varying degrees of support from the congregation. 

Not surprisingly, more of us reported having faced a challenge that we shared with the congregation in 

2020 (70%) than did in 2019 (60%). Looking at those who did, while most reported receiving some level 

of support from the congregation, the level of support varied. There was no difference in the level of 

support provided in 2020 vs 2019. 
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Eliot Chapel End Statements 
  

Eliot Chapel adopted the following End Statements in 2016: 

The people of Eliot Unitarian Chapel of all ages and walks of life will: 

● care for and connect with one another within our shared covenant, even when it is 
uncomfortable; 

● achieve greater spiritual maturity; 

● deepen our Unitarian Universalist identity; 

● nurture leadership and service in all; 

● create a more just society, further dismantle racism, and improve the environment. 
We aim to make a positive difference within, among, and beyond ourselves. 
 

The Board of Trustees is responsible for monitoring progress towards the Ends. Consequently a key 

objective of this survey is to measure members’ and friends’ assessment of both the importance of the 

Ends to Eliot Chapel as well as the progress being made towards the Ends. This year we also asked each 

respondent to identify how important the Ends are to her/him, and the progress she/he has made 

toward them. 

Results of the 2020 survey were compared to those of the 2019 survey to determine if there were any 

relevant trends. We found no statistically significant differences between 2020, 2019, and 2017 results. 

Data from prior surveys are not presented in this report.  

The survey asked four questions for each End using a five-point scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly 

Agree (see Key box): 

● This End Statement is an important goal for Eliot (“Eliot Importance”) 

● I am satisfied with the progress Eliot has made toward this End (“Eliot Progress”) 

● This End Statement is an important goal for me personally (“Personal Importance”) 

● I am satisfied with the progress I have made toward this end. (“Personal Progress”) 

 

 

Because the “personal” questions were not asked previously, we will examine those separately. That 

analysis follows the “Eliot” questions. 
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Key 

1 Strongly Disagree 
2 Disagree 

3 Neither Agree Nor Disagree 

4 Agree 
5 Strongly Agree 



 

Overview 

 

Eliot Importance/Progress 

The following graph shows the “Eliot” results for each End Statement as well as the summary statement. 

 

 

 

Importance 

We indicate that all five End Statements are important to Eliot. Using a weighted average which 

converted responses on a 5-point scale from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree,” all five Ends scored 

at the “Agree” level or higher (n>4). There was no statistically significant difference between responses 

in 2020 vs. either 2019 or 2017. 

 

Progress 

We responded somewhat favorably regarding our satisfaction with progress towards each End. Progress 

towards the Social Justice End was the most favorable and the only one that reached the “Agree” score 

of 4.0. The rest fell between “Neither Agree nor Disagree” and “Agree.” These results show that, despite 

the generally positive scores, there is still room for improvement on our progress towards these Ends. 
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Personal Importance/Progress 

In 2020 we also asked participants to rate the importance of each End to them personally, and to 

indicate the progress they personally have made toward that End. 

 

 

Importance 

As measured on the 5-point scale from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree,” three of five Ends 

scored at the “Agree” level or higher (n>4). The summary statement regarding making a difference also 

scored above 4.0. Ends relating to UU Identity and Leadership/Service fell between “Neither Agree nor 

Disagree” and “Agree,” indicating that as a group we consider these Ends less important to us personally 

than the other Ends. 

 

Progress 

We responded somewhat favorably regarding our satisfaction with our own progress towards each End: 

all Ends scored between “Neither Agree nor Disagree” and “Agree.” Progress towards the Social Justice 

End and “making a Positive Difference” were rated slightly more positively than the others. These results 

show that there is still room for improvement on our progress towards these Ends for us personally. 
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Comparison of Importance/Progress to Eliot vs. Personally 

Next we looked at the importance of the Ends to Eliot as compared to how important we think these 

Ends are to us personally. 

 

 

 

For each End, we indicated that they are more important to Eliot than they are to us personally, with the 

largest gap in the “UU Identity” End and the narrowest gap in the “Spiritual Maturity” End. This suggests 

that we think spiritual maturity is equally important for Eliot and us as individuals. This makes sense 

since Eliot is a religious institution and it stands to reason that both Eliot and those affiliated with Eliot 

would place a relatively high and comparable importance on this End. 
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We then looked at the progress towards Ends for Eliot compared to the progress we believe we have 
made personally. 
 

 
 
Similar to the issue of importance, we indicated that more progress has been made toward each End for 
Eliot than for us personally, with the gap being about the same for each End.  
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Comments 
The survey invited participants to reflect on what they see Eliot Chapel doing to meet each of the Ends. 

While the Board has all verbatims, here is a sample of what we heard, including a few representative 

quotes. 

 

End: The people of Eliot Unitarian Chapel of all ages and walks of life will care for and connect 

with one another within our shared covenant, even when it is uncomfortable. 
 

 
 
Many respondents cited Eliot programming, efforts by the Pastoral Care Associates and the various ways 

that Eliot is reaching out to members at this time. Covenant groups were mentioned numerous times as 

a source of comfort. Some call out the virtual programming in spite of the challenge of doing this during 

the pandemic. A few express a concern over decreasing engagement in recent months. 

 
● My Covenant group meeting over Zoom gives me support. 

● Pastoral care reaching out, small groups being offered, ministers being very present 

● External: Black lives matter vigils, UU the vote efforts.  Internal: Covenant groups, the new 

course sessions (Psalms, going deeper) 

● Eliot Connects, investment in additional ministry, COVID outreach calls, drive through 

ingathering 

● Reaching out to those who are alone has been done and I believe it is very valuable. I hope this is 

kept up. 

● Lots of opportunities to participate in groups. But not enough attention to pro-actively getting to 

know each member or friend and keeping them engaged and connected. 

● Providing programs for all ages. Using inclusive language in welcoming messages in each service 

(i.e. "No matter who you are, no matter whom you love, no matter your financial 
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circumstances... you are welcome here). Providing extensive opportunities for community and 

connection throughout the pandemic in spite of the many challenges presented by the transition 

to virtual programming. 

● I see a lot of willingness to listen. 

● All of the virtual offerings that Eliot is providing and the adults who are connecting with children 

and youth by sharing during their Zoom calls. 

● Not sure I feel much of a connection with other members. Outside of the BLM vigils, I find most 

Eliot members very much introverts and hard to get to know. Also, many are not in my age 

group. 

 

End: The people of Eliot Unitarian Chapel of all ages and walks of life will achieve greater 

spiritual maturity. 
 

 
 
While some respondents reflect on the individual nature of achieving greater spiritual maturity and the 

difficulty in measuring progress, many responses show that Eliot has much to offer. Spiritual 

programming has expanded during the pandemic, but some wish they could participate to a greater 

degree. 

 
● Adult RE, Eliot Connects book groups, meditation group 

● Providing Sunday services, adult education groups, and pastoral care all of which support and 

provide spiritual nurturing and instruction. 

● Eliot Connects, Sunday services, opportunities for social justice, opportunities for leadership 

(which I consider to be a spiritual practice). 

● I find Rev. Barbara's sermons to be extremely helpful for spiritual growth (even without a specific 

"religion" as their focus). 
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● Our ministers and other leaders guide us toward thinking more deeply about spirituality. After 

that, achieving this goal becomes available only through individual effort. 

● I have made a lot of progress, even in areas I never knew about until becoming a member! The 

opportunities are there for anyone, at any place in their personal path, to take advantage of. 

● improvement here vis a vis virtual book discussion groups; also, groups like "everyday miracles," 

grief counseling, the Psalms group. It seems that there is more emphasis on spiritual maturity 

since the pandemic began. 

● The array of online offerings has been awesome. I'm not participating in much because of 

personal things, but I love to see that Eliot is making so many opportunities available. 

● I still think there is a divide between those interested in spiritual practice to develop maturity and 

those primarily interested in social justice activities. 

 

End: The people of Eliot Unitarian Chapel of all ages and walks of life will deepen our 

Unitarian Universalist identity. 

 

 
 
Respondents mention a number of activities which connect Eliot members to the larger UU movement. 

There remains, however, a thread of concern about the UUA, what it stands for and the effectiveness of 

our connection to the organization. 

 
● Virtual services, selection of readings, reading groups. 

● some sermons, UU World 

● Adult RE, youth RE, Rev Krista’s integration of UU history with book study, Rev Barbara’s 

integration of UU history in sermons 

● Bread service inFall flower service in Spring and Sermons referencing our history 

● UU GEt Out the Vote efforts 
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● Having a UU identity is not high on my list of priorities. I like the people at Eliot, the speakers, the 

music and programs..but have little identity with the broader UU mission. 

● Encourage connection to Partner Church. Sermon on Uu history. 

● I feel some discomfort with current approach taken by our UAA leadership, specifically the idea 

that we are a white supremacist organization. I totally agree that we should do all we can to 

reform our racist systems, but I don't think that cause is well served by the current mood of 

"shaming." 

● Between encouragement to go to GA, worship services about UU identity, thoughtful musical 

repertoire selection, and a great deal in RE curricula for all ages, I see this all over the church. 

● My experiences at GA for several years convinced me that the larger denomination is an 

important amplifier of what we are trying to achieve locally. I think this vantage is a challenge 

for some at Eliot but is very important. UUTheVote and GA are examples, but would have hoped 

for broader participation. 

 

End: The people of Eliot Unitarian Chapel of all ages and walks of life will nurture leadership 

and service in all. 

 

 
 
Several respondents mention the large range of leadership opportunities at Eliot which are most often 

associated with our social justice programming. Some speak highly of youth leadership and the impact 

that our RE program had. Leadership development is mentioned a few times, as is the need to build on 

the few sessions that have been offered. 

 
● The social justice work 

● UU the vote, Room at the Inn, Sanctuary Church 

● Vigil. Opportunities to help encourage voting and social justice. 
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● Leadership opportunities for online groups are available and used, and service opportunities such 

as UU the Vote, No on 3 via MCU are among the activities offered and encouraged - plus 

covenant groups and others. 

● There is a vast array of opportunities for individuals to take and/or contribute toward leadership 

throughout our organization. 

● My oldest, now in college, was positively influenced by her time in the youth group. She was 

given opportunities in leadership and leadership nurtured that changed her life. 

● We just keep improving in this realm! Children, youth, and young adults are being included much 

more in opportunities to lead and serve--family choir, YAG, youth group coming to vigil & serving 

at Bread Sunday, and more. It's harder due to the pandemic, of course, but so is everything else, 

so oh well, we just keep doing what we can. 

● Not sure about this...I think it's important, but I'm not sure what Eliot has been doing to meet 

this. 

● Leadership in Eliot is a problem. The same people do the leadership tasks. And many of those 

people are worn out and don't want to do them any more. I know there was an effort a few years 

ago to do leadership training. Training is an important part, but it is critical to recruit people who 

might be leaders, train and then mentor them. 3 training sessions doesn't do it. 

End: The people of Eliot Unitarian Chapel of all ages and walks of life will create a more just 

society, further dismantle racism, and improve the environment. 

 

 
 
This is the End that survey respondents rated the most important. Verbatims spoke highly of Eliot’s work 

toward these objectives, although some voice concern over the church’s emphasis in this area over 

personal spiritual growth or community building. Making the connection between social justice work 

and spiritual practices from the pulpit is important. Within these ad hoc comments, the greatest energy 

surrounded BLM/vigils, racial justice, the environment and All Reads, in this order. 
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● It’s one of the pillars of our church 

● Broken Heart of America group, BLM vigils, action committees, UU the Vote 

● UU the Vote, Climate justice, BLM vigils, marches and protests, built SJ into service. 

● Tuesday vigils, WECAN vigils, pledge against racism workshops, Room at the Inn (before COVID), 

book club, covenant groups, environmental groups and their work, etc. 

● Environmental Justice Committee and Green Sanctuary initiative. 

● Though I believe this is an important goal for Eliot, many times it appears that this is THE 

singular goal. The majority of air time, effort, and energy are devoted to this End as opposed to 

balance with community building within our congregation. Our own members need a sense of 

belonging and support, to be valued and respected. 

● I applaud Eliot's weekly collections for various worthy groups. 

● Pairing this with Spiritual Practices is important. If not, people will burn out from the work that is 

needed to improve our world. 

● Came to Eliot to deal with personal-spiritual growth & knowledge, not “save the world”. Dealing 

with “worldly causes” is avoiding the difficulties inherent in dealing with our membership needs 

thru interactions, communications, programs & education. Eliot members lives matter. 

 

Statement: We aim to make a positive difference within, among, and beyond ourselves. 
 

 
 
This closing statement to Eliot’s Ends aims to remind us of three domains in which we need to effect 

change:  individually, as a congregation and outside our walls. Several respondents observed that the 

statement is vague. Some felt that our work beyond the church detracts from the attention we pay to 

congregants. Unsurprisingly, there were differing comments about our progress. 
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● Sorry, but this goal seems vague and redundant. (Note: see other goals. If they work, this works.) 

● Vigil, Covenant groups, coffee hour. 

● Wide involvement of members within and without Eliot on all sorts of social issues and social 

problems. 

● I give us an "A" on the beyond stuff. It's the within and among stuff we need to work on. 

● The beyond part is minimal in my opinion.  A few times from what I’ve seen or heard. 

● Eliot Chapel needs to be more aware of the needs of its friends and members. Our activities 

within the wider community should not be at the expense of our congregation. 

 

Comments on Impact of the Pandemic 
In the 2020 survey, we also asked about the impact the COVID-19 pandemic has had on us. The 

predominant theme (56% of verbatims) was the loneliness and isolation brought on by the pandemic. 

We go out less (39%) and feel less connected to Eliot (18%). A number of us are depressed or feel sad 

(8%), are facing economic or employment issues (9%), are experiencing health concerns (9%) and/or are 

challenged with school and/or child care (7%). Fewer than 5% of verbatims report minimal effects of the 

pandemic. 

 
● Although I don't feel isolated, I do feel uninspired and must force myself to get things done 

around the house, since I don't go anywhere else, except the grocery store. I miss seeing my Eliot 

family, talking to them, hugging them, having coffee with them. Zooming is a good alternative 

but it just doesn't leave me feeling spiritually nourished. 

● Not able to be involved in social justice activities I want to. Dealing with family issues when some 

family members do not seem to take the pandemic seriously. 

● It's been incredibly stressful and tough on my mental health. We have 3 small kids, one with 

special needs, and having them home from school for so long has definitely taken a toll. My 

anxiety around the virus is high, and we have no family in St. Louis, so we are really missing our 

parents/siblings/nieces and nephews. We are fortunate that my husband and I have both kept 

our jobs, and our kids are doing well in virtual school, but I have definitely been shaken up 

mentally and spiritually around it all. 

● The pandemic has made me more worrisome, more reclusive, less active, yet more grateful for 

what I do have and what I can do. 

● I miss the social contact at Eliot. I like being around the people there, drawing strength from 

them. My interest in Eliot and involvement has waned since COVID arrived. This I see as my 

problem, not Eliot's. You're doing all you can...but I am basically "zoomed out." 

● very minimal impact compared with many others with the exception of missing community at 

Eliot. 

● Discovered that I am an introvert. I like staying home. 

● I miss the Eliot weekly worship services and I miss seeing the people of Eliot. I miss Eliot Chapel 

being what it used to be. Routine is important and cohesive. Without it, the very essence of Eliot 

is strongly diminished. [...] This isolation almost approaches a sense of rejection which, when 

reflected back on the group, threatens the integrity of the group itself. I think if this sense of 
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separation goes on long enough the individual will eventually drop the desire for belonging and 

move away from the group. 

● I had Covid 19 in March. I coughed for about 6 weeks, had neurological issues with memory, 

smell, fine motor skills, and still have pressure in the center of my chest when I do 

moderate/heavy exercise. 

 
We also asked how Eliot can best be of service to individuals and the wider community during the 

pandemic.  Most people valued the opportunity to connect with others through the virtual coffee hour, 

covenant groups and Eliot programming. It is important to continue or increase the outreach that has 

been occurring. While most value the virtual/online presence the church has developed, a significant 

number of comments suggested the introduction of safe, in-person gatherings. 

 
● Connecting with Eliot members always fills me with hope and renews my spirit. I've enjoyed 

getting to know members in Zoom meetings for the Broken Heart of America group. Sometimes 

in our local community, it feels like my family is the last one still isolating, and being with Eliot 

people reminds me of what we stand for, and why it's important to stay the course. 

● Give concrete ways to make a difference that can be done at home or in a safe environment. 

● Somehow, I wish there could be more discussion about what's currently going on at Eliot. There 

was a great discussion at the annual meeting, but nothing like that since that I know about. They 

helped me to feel better connected. 

● Other churches have found a way to offer in-person community. EX: socially-distanced, outdoor 

services on parking lot. We now have an adjacent lot to supplement prior outdoor space. Of 

course, now the weather is turning, but this could be a future option. 

● Keep up the great work! Continue to reach out and don't get discouraged if people don't take 

advantage of opportunities right away. Keep the variety of opportunities for people to connect. 

 
Finally, we offered the opportunity to provide comments to the Board. Many expressed their thanks to 

the Board, ministers and staff for their service, and a few were critical of the leadership. Some suggested 

redoubling efforts to communicate with the congregation, especially at this time. There was concern 

that our inability to conduct church in person would reduce existing or new membership, or detract 

from our sense of community. Some voiced concerns over attracting young and/or racially diverse 

members.  Others were troubled about Eliot’s financial stability or hold the view that Bergfried no longer 

aligns with our mission. Some were critical of our policy governance model. Many appreciated the 

efforts to maintain services virtually and some wondered what lessons we might apply after the time of 

COVID-19, when Eliot returns to normal.  

As we will do with all sections of the survey, the Board will review all verbatim comments, look for 

trends and use them to inform policy decisions over the coming year. 
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Improvement Suggestions 

This section gathers recommendations from respondents in any section of the survey. 
 
Care for and connect with one another: 

● It would be more helpful if the topics of sermons would focus on more supportive spiritual 

nature. 

● Improve promotion of programs and make it easier to access the descriptions and sign-ups on 

Eliot's website and through TWAE. Especially in the time of virtual church. 

● Both [Rev. Barbara and Board members] need to make deliberate and even unconventional 

efforts to connect with the congregation. Rev. Barbara could be sending out frequent personal 

notes about what she is doing, perhaps sharing a piece of her art work, where are her favorite 

walks, what she is reading. Likewise the individual board members could do this. I would like to 

see board members regularly participate in the Coffee Hour and they could be identified as a 

board member 

● create more connections between different age groups. Also, Eliot serves a wider area in the 

West County than just Kirkwood, extending programs and activities beyond Kirkwood borders 

might encourage more people to join 

● Elliot must rally with other churches to have the County slacken these Covid19 regulations. 

● I think everyone should be welcomed to the Zoom coffee hour, not just certain people - this is by 

members/friends; not the staff. I tend to feel like an outsider when I first join. 

 

Greater spiritual maturity: 

● Would like Ministers to focus more on extending more spiritually uplifting topics in their 

sermons. 

● Offering more spiritual classes or workshops on such topics as: meditation, women of the Bible, a 

journey with the major religions of the world from Buddhism to Native American, visionary 

women and men of UU, art as spiritual expression, social justice as a means of spiritual growth, 

what does spirituality mean to you and how can Eliot contribute to it?, sharing about the 7 

principals of Unitarianism, how does music contribute to your experience of Sunday service and 

what suggestions to you have for it? [it's been a while since we took a survey], and finally, share 

about what you envision the "tapestry of our faith" would look like. 

● Providing accessible ZOOM services 

● on line (YouTube?), 30 minute talks and guided meditations on personal growth topics. archived - 

perhaps links on website. 

● Working toward incorporating some Christian and Daoist sermons into the church year  

 

UU Identity: 

● Bringing in other UU leaders 

● We would do well to continue the kind of classes that were given in the Triplett room before the 

church closed--classes in UU history 

● I think we should tie in more with UUA programs and with our Transylvania partnership. We are 

and always have been somewhat insular about our activities. 
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● figure out why the parents of the wonderful RE program are not engaged 

● Promote UU activities/ opportunities for participating at the local, regional and national levels. 

 

Nurture leadership and service: 

● Directly address the age division of congregants, both in leadership of the church and attendance 

in programs and events. Maybe an intervention by UUA experts to help with this. 

● I used to be Board president & have never been keen on policy governance as it doesn't see to 

reflect fully the membership nature of Eliot. If we engaged in more surveys of members around 

different aspects of congregational life - music, adult ed, RE, music, worship services, functioning 

of other programs - I think we would be closer to achieving this goal, as it would strengthen the 

connection between leadership decisions & the larger congregation. 

● develop list and short description of leadership and service opportunities. post on web site, with 

directions for contacts and links to further information. 

 

Create a more just society, further dismantle racism, and improve the environment: 

● It seems that this End is THE End. Very robust programs-- especially on race issues.  Perhaps if the 

work of the Social Concerns (I'm sure that term is antiquated, my brain is addled at the moment) 

were tied to the messages from the pulpit it would help bridge the sacred/secular gap? Just a 

thought. 

● All-reads. What about some actual work, with the hands? 

● we have great programs but the attendance is limited to the same people - typically in the older 

category, maybe surveying/having a dialog with each RE age group parents would reveal what 

the missing link is 

● Broader participation remains a challenge. The SJA effort seems rather 'cloistered.' Continued 

exploration of the relationship between spiritual development and SJA activities seems 

warranted. 

 

Positive difference within, among, and beyond ourselves: 

● Leading worship online is going to how Eliot conducts worship, even after we gather to meet in 

the church building. Now that we know we can do it, we have a challenge facing us in the future: 

combining worship in person with online worship. Just one example: I have been wanting us to 

get rid of the hymnal for a long, long time. Now we know how to do that and are challenged how 

we can keep doing that when we once again gather together in our building. 

● To the best of my knowledge we are doing nothing to promote our faith beyond ourselves. Being 

engaged in social justice initiatives isn't sufficient. While we are not an evangelical faith, why are 

we not trying to engage others to consider our faith? even something as simple as "invite a 

friend" to a view a virtual service would be a step in the right direction. 
 
Suggestions for being of service to members and the wider community during the pandemic: 

● Stay in touch. Keep offering virtual Sunday services, coffee hours, and opportunities to connect. 

Give concrete ways to make a difference that can be done at home or in a safe environment. 
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● Is there something that we could create as a community that would be a collection of individual 

efforts - something that would honor this time of pandemic isolation. A quilt, perhaps? 

● Have a place on the website where people can privately let the pastoral team know they have 

needs or a challenging event upcoming. Then outreach can occur accordingly. 

● I love my covenant group and the coffee hour--they keep me connected. Would it be possible to 

have, once again, meetings at restaurants to develop community and generate some $? If we 

met in restaurants with outdoor seating, I bet we would get a lot of turnout. I was impressed by 

the turnout at Gathering In Sunday in September. Our members really desire to see each other. 

Would the restaurant idea get around the insurance problem? 

● I'd like to see both ministers reaching out more to congregants, engaging them in discussion, 

facilitating small group interaction. Could a small randomly-selected group be "invited" to meet 

with a minister around a topic of concern? Could enough of these small meetings be set up so 

that everyone is included in one? I think many of us are relying on each other for sustenance 

during this difficult time, but we wonder where the ministers are. What are they doing, other 

than preparing a Sunday sermon, to provide spiritual and emotional support to their 

congregants? 

● How about outdoor gatherings? Zoom doesn't cut it for spirituality. 

● short quarterly reports on financial standing; status of plans for the lot next door; major current 

problems and projects, if any. 

● For me, I enjoy privacy. The earlier question about whether or not a personal concern had been 

appropriately supported by Eliot lacked a response option which would have been the response 

most accurate for me: choosing not to share a problem with the church. That needs to be a 

respected response, without judgment from Eliot. 

● Keep reaching out with programs! Maybe look at afternoon times instead of evening 

 

Suggestions for the Board: 

● I congratulate you on the efforts you have been making to keep the spirit of Eliot alive and serve 

its members. Perhaps a weekly video from someone at Eliot...or a revolving platform...where 

someone speaks/shares thoughts for a SHORT period of time...no more than 10 minutes...not 

selling Eliot, but talking about their lives, how they see things, maybe shared words and thoughts 

of insight and ideas. 

● We would like to come back to a more spiritual and less political church. 

● PLEASE get someone to take a course in survey design and administration before you do this 

again. This survey instrument is too abstract and vague to do anything other than make people 

feel good. 

● I love all the pictures and videos during the service but I would like to see Sarah sing, and the 
piano player play during the songs along with the words. Maybe a split screen. 
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